Fluorescence tomography of targets in a turbid medium using non-negative matrix factorization.
A near-infrared optical tomography approach for detection, three-dimensional localization, and cross-section imaging of fluorescent targets in a turbid medium is introduced. The approach uses multisource probing of targets, multidetector acquisition of diffusely transmitted fluorescence signal, and a non-negative matrix factorization based blind source separation scheme to obtain three-dimensional location of the targets. A Fourier transform back-projection algorithm provides an estimate of target cross section. The efficacy of the approach is demonstrated in an experiment involving two laterally separated small fluorescent targets embedded in a human breast tissue-simulating sample of thickness 60 times the transport mean free path. The approach could locate the targets within ∼1 mm of their known positions, and provide estimates of their cross sections. The high spatial resolution, fast reconstruction speed, noise tolerance, and ability to detect small targets are indicative of the potential of the approach for detecting and locating fluorescence contrast-enhanced breast tumors in early growth stages, when they are more amenable to treatment.